Banner Cloud Environments

**Key:**
- Banner Full App + Database:
- Banner Database Only:
- Copy Flow:
- Code Promotion Flow:

**Notes:**
- All ODBC Database connections will be prefixed with "EC" to distinguish between on-prem and cloud environments (i.e. "ecrptp" for reporting production database)

**TRNG**
- Training Database
- Copied over from PROD (Schedule TBD)

**PROD**
- Production instance of Banner

**PPRD**
- Testing database for development and module upgrades.
- Copied from PROD on an as-needed basis.
- Includes dept. testing and integrations to 3rd party systems
- Includes hosted add-ons

**TEST**
- Testing database for development and module upgrades.
- Copied from PROD on an as-needed basis.
- Only Banner DB, JobSub, AppNav, Admin Pages, SSB

**RPTP**
- Reporting Database (Production) for ODBC ("New DMRT")
- Copied nightly from PROD

**RPTD**
- Reporting Database (Development) for ODBC
- Copied nightly from PPRD
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